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Abstract: Event detection systems are mainly used to observe and monitor human
behavior via red green blue (RGB) images and videos. Event detection using
RGB images is one of the challenging tasks of the current era. Human detection,
position and orientation of human body parts in RGB images is a critical phase for
numerous systems models. In this research article, the detection of human body
parts by extracting context-aware energy features for event recognition is
described. For this, silhouette extraction, estimation of human body parts, and
context-aware features are extracted. To optimize the context-intelligence vector,
we applied an artificial intelligence-based self-organized map (SOM) while a
genetic algorithm (GA) is applied for multiple event detection. The experimental
results on challenging RGB images and video-based datasets were promising.
Three datasets were used. Event recognition and body parts detection accuracy
rates for the University of central Florida’s (UCF) dataset were 88.88% and
86.75% respectively. 90.0% and 87.37% for event recognition and body parts
detection were achieved over the University of Texas (UT) dataset. 87.89% and
85.87% for event recognition and body parts detection were achieved for the
sports videos in the wild (SVW) dataset. The proposed system performs better
than other current state-of-the-art approaches in terms of body parts and event
detection and recognition outcomes.

Keywords: Body parts detection; event detection; context-intelligence features;
genetic algorithm; machine learning; self-organized map

1 Introduction

Social interaction and event detection [1] cause a social communication network between millions of
posts every minute, and these graphs are growing daily [2]. User-generated information is associated with
private or shared interactions, which can be described as multimedia information that can be captured as
digital data [3]. Current research studies show that multimedia information is organized based on
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underlying experiences that facilitate efficient descriptions, synchronization, analysis, indexing, and surfing
[4]. Event recognition is an important research area and it is widely used in various applications where high-
level image recognition is required, e.g., safety control, smart systems [5–7], data security [8], emergency
systems [9], monitoring of interactions between humans and computers [10], intelligent indexing [11] and
sports event detection [12]. Regarding the identification of security-related data and events [13], a
surveillance footage feature [14] is available in several areas such as smart homes [15], parking spaces,
hospitals [16] as well as community sites [17].

In this research study, we describe a new robust computational intelligent system for multiple event
detection and classification with the help of a context-intelligent features extraction approach, data
optimization and a genetic algorithm. In our approach, we take RGB images and three publicly available
video-based datasets, namely, the UCF sports action dataset, the UT-interaction dataset, and the Sports
videos in the wild (SVW) dataset. Initially, RGB conversion, noise reduction and binary conversion are
performed to minimize the computational cost in time and processing loads. After this, the next step is to
extract the human silhouette and detect human body parts with the help of skin detection and Otsu’s
method. Then, context-intelligent features extraction is performed in which we extract angular geometric
features, multi-angle joints features, triangular area points features, the distance between 2 points, and an
energy feature. To reduce the computational power burden and to make the system more intelligent, we
adopt a machine learning-based data optimization method with the help of a self-organized map (SOM).
Finally, for multiple event detection and classification, a genetic algorithm (GA) is adopted. The key
contributions of this paper are as follows:

Human silhouette extraction using two different approaches to optimize the human silhouette. Two-
dimensional (2D) stick modelling is adopted for human posture information and analyses of human body
movement in RGB images and video data. Context-intelligent features extraction in which angular
geometric features, multi-angle joint features, triangular area points features, the distance between two
points and energy features are extracted. To save time and computational cost, a data optimization technique
is adopted while, for multiple event detection, an artificial intelligence-based genetic algorithm is applied.

The majority of the article is arranged as follows: Section 2 explains related work. Section 3 describes the
layout of the system and displays our conceptual system architecture which involves a pre-classification process
that explains individual object segmentation, initialization of body parts, the identification of eight body parts,
and the extraction of distance and energy features. Section 4 discusses our hypotheses and explains the quality
of our system in three separate tables. Section 5 offers a conclusion and a note on future work.

2 Related Work

Several research studies have documented their efforts to detect vital and informative movements of
human body points. In [18], Einfalt et al. established a two-step system for extracting sequential 2D pose
configurations from videos for event identification in the movement of players. Using localization activity
classification, they created a convolution layers segment network to specifically recognize such events.
Their procedure outlines skin tone detection with a green (Y), blue (Cb), red (Cr) YCbCr color model,
heuristic [19] thresholds and skin tone improvement [20]. Jalal et al. [21] worked on human activity
detection using video depth without adding any movement. They developed a system of random forest
iteration with specific temporal characteristics to demonstrate different actions [22]. In [23] they presented
an alternative method that identified human body part silhouettes using Hidden Markov Models. To track
human pose, Lee et al. [24] introduced an innovative hierarchical system that uses edge-based
functionality in the rough stage. Aggarwal et al. [25] designed Human movement analysis using 2D and
three-dimensional (3D) shape analysis. Wang et al. [26] built a framework for estimating human
movement and for recognizing behaviors. In [27] authors proposed to integrate neural network models
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with the conceptual hierarchy with human bodies. As a result, they described the strategy as a structure for
combining neural information. This framework is easy to put together the results of several inference
procedures across a period of straight reasoning (directly anticipating each component of the system)
lower part prediction (using visual data to estimate a human body), (building information from disparate
components), and assumption from the bottom up. The lowest part and upper assumptions, including
both, show up the compositional connections in human bodies. In authors proposed a heuristic approach
for the detection of human-object interaction via human-based video and images data. In [28] author used
Graph Parsing Neural Network (GPNN), which includes i) the graph structure and adjacency matrix, and
ii) the labeled node. They used the Pixel Value Co-occurrence Model (GLCM) as well as the Local
Binary Pattern (LBP) to build a novel mixed features descriptor technique for intensive detections LBP.
For activity recognition, researchers combined obtained features with pattern recognition supervised
classification techniques. In [29] authors described a detailed analysis that covers a wide range of topics,
including algorithm taxonomy to unresolved problems. They initially look into deep salient object
detection (SOD) methods from a variety of angles, covering network design, supervisory level, learning
methodology, and instrument identification. The current SOD statistics and assessment metrics are then
summarized. Furthermore, they compare a wide number of sample SOD systems and give in-depth
assessments of the outcomes. Additionally, they create a unique SOD dataset containing extensive
characteristic descriptions spanning multiple object classification kinds, difficult aspects, and scene
classifications to examine the behavior of SOD algorithms with varied characteristic configurations,
which have not been properly examined previously. In [30] the researcher proposed a new approach for
human gaze communication in public videos that are studied at both the atomic and the event levels,
which are important for understanding human social interactions. To address this unique and difficult
challenge, we provide vacation, a multimedia content dataset that includes comprehensive descriptions of
objects including human faces, human engagement, and communication structures and labeling at both
the atomic and the event levels.

In this research article, we propose a vital method for event detection in which a salient area detection
process is applied to detect visibly significant regions and skin tone detection is implemented for background
segmentation. For the body parts model, eight main points of the body are identified, and a 2D stick model is
constructed and implemented. After human detection, the next step is feature extraction of the detected
human silhouette. Two types of feature extraction methods are performed on the UCF sports action
dataset, the first is the distance between body parts feature and the second is the context-aware energy feature.

3 Material and Methods

In the designed system methodology, we elaborate on our human event recognition (HER) in the
following phases (1) pre-processing, (2) human detection and silhouette extraction, (3) skeleton and 2D
stick model (4) feature extraction, and (5) classification. The design architecture of the proposed system
is shown in Fig. 1.

Primarily, for silhouette identification and segmentation processes, we require multiple steps such as the
detection of height and width of associated parts, skin identification, noise reduction, and ambient silhouette
separation. For the detection of skin, a tone and connected components method is applied; eight human body
parts are detected via skin pixel and the resizing of images, then 2D stick modeling of human skeletons is
performed upon the extracted human body points. After that, we extract the energy and distance features
from the RGB images. Next, we find the event class of the data by applying SOM as a data optimizer
and the GA algorithm for event classification.
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3.1 Pre-Processing

During the pre-processing of RGB images, resizing of the images, noise removing via Gaussian filter
[31,32] and RGB to binary (0, 1) image conversion [33,34] are applied.

3.2 Silhouette Extraction

In this section, we describe two methods for silhouette extraction. Firstly, we have a human skin
detection method to find skin pixels from the images [35,36]. A Gaussian filter is applied to remove noise
in images where the skin tone is detected and for the segmentation of [37,38] human silhouettes we use
heuristic [39] thresholding [40]. In step 1, we define a heuristic threshold [41] value δ (see Eq. (1)) with
an existing Otsu’s image thresholding method [42,43] which is represented as;

d ¼
R

ThOþ Thmax

4

� �
; if Thmax � 10;

R
ThOþ Thmax

2

� �
; if Thmax. 10;

8>><
>>:

(1)

where R is round, ThO is the threshold defined by Otsu’s method and Thmax is the maximum point of color
frequency for defined histogram values. This process is implemented for each greyscale region of an image,
formulated as Eq. (2);

IðRGBÞ ¼ ð0; 0; 0Þ; if gðx; yÞ ¼ 0;
ðIrðx; yÞ; Igðx; yÞ; IbÞ; if gðx; yÞ ¼ 1;

�
(2)

Then, we extract the skin pixel region from the human silhouette via a skin detection technique in which
YCbCr is used to identify the skin tone regions [44,45]. In the second step; a propagation-based method for
saliency detection [46,47] is applied. These skin detection and propagation-based methods for saliency
detection are merged for further processing [48,49]. Fig. 2 shows silhouette representation on saliency
detection and propagation methods.

Figure 1: System architecture of the proposed system

Figure 2: Examples of silhouette representation. (a) Golf side view, (b) Kick backside view, (c) Running and
kicking, (d) Football kick, (e) Walk and (f) Golf side view
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3.3 Silhouette Extraction

Once the silhouette is obtained, we initialize the human silhouette to implement the algorithm for the
body parts. In body parts extraction [50–52] we detect the general body parts using skin algorithms,
human body shape, and angle techniques.

3.4 Key Body-Parts Model

In this section, we provide a detailed overview of our key body parts [53] model. Initially, we select
8 points on the human body, namely, head point, torso, right/left hands, right/left knees, and right/left
feet. We detect these points by applying skin detection and image resizing methods. For head point
detection, we find skin pixels in the image using skin tone detection. In this technique, the binary image
is used and the search is started from the top to the head position. The following formulation Eq. (3) is
used for head tracking;

KI
H  KI�1

H þ DKI�1
H ; (3)

where KHI is the location of the head point at any particular frame I. This is attained to find a correlation in
the arrangements of frames. For torso detection, we take the mid-point of all the skin pixels. For right-hand
detection, we use the hand width and height model to find the side of the hand. After hand detection, our
model detects knee and footpoints. After this, we applied a 2D stick model from our detected human
body parts.

3.5 2D Stick-model

After body initialization, we describe the stick model which consists of 7 sticks that are connected
between the body points to represent [54–56] the human skeleton. Head, neck, shoulders and hand points
are considered as upper 2D stick maps, while feet, knees, and torso points are considered as lower 2D
stick maps [57]. The head point is connected with the hands and torso point. Fig. 3 represents the 2D
stick model.

3.6 Feature Representation

3.6.1 Angular Geometric Features
From this type of feature, we consider the areas of the triangles as angular geometric features. We have

triangle one (head, right hand, and mid-point), triangle two (head, left hand, and mid-point), triangle three
(mid, right knee, and right foot), triangle four (mid, left knee, and left foot). Eq. (4) shows the
mathematical representation of the angular geometric features

Agf ¼ 1=2fHa1ðLhp2�Mp2Þ þ Lhp1ðMp2� Ha2Þ þMp1ðHa2 � Lhp2Þg; (4)

where A_gf denotes the triangular area, 〖Ha〗_1 and 〖Ha〗_2 show the head points, L_(hp2 ) and
L_hp1 show the left-hand points and 〖Mp〗_1, 〖Mp〗_2 denote midpoints of the human body.

Figure 3: 2D Stick model examples on three different actions
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3.6.2 Multi-Angle Joints Features
For multi-angle joint features, we apply this procedure over detected human body parts. A 5 × 5 pixel-

based window is defined by considering the center pixel of each detected human body part. After that, we
derive eight angles by developing four triangles to find the angle information. Eq. (5) shows the
mathematical information:

A1 ¼ cosði; jÞ ! l; A2 ¼ cosði; jÞ ! l; A3 ¼ cosði; jÞ ! l; A4 ¼ cosði; jÞ ! l;

A5 ¼ cosði; jÞ ! l; A6 ¼ cosði; jÞ ! l; A7 ¼ cosði; jÞ ! l; A8 ¼ cosði; jÞ ! l;
(5)

where A1, A2, A3, A4, A5, A6, A7 and A8 show the edges of the four triangles and cos(i, j) shows the angle
value of giving (i, j) pixels, and → l for the sides of the windows. Fig. 4 shows the results and conceptual
design for the multi-angle joint features.

3.6.3 Triangular Area Points Features
In triangular area points features, we considered a triangular shape over the detected human body parts.

For this we connected the head points of two people in the interaction and connected the point of contact of
both people as point three (See Fig. 5). After this, we find the area with the help of Eq. (6).

Tap ¼ 1=2fHa1ðHb2�Cp2Þ þ Hb1ðCp2� Ha2Þ þ Cp1ðHa2 � Hb2Þg; (6)

where Tap denotes the triangular point area, Ha1 and Ha2 shows the head points of person one, Hb2 and Hb1

shows the head point of person two and Cp1, Cp2 denotes the first connection point of both persons. Fig. 5
shows the complete overview of the triangular area point features.

Figure 4: (a) Conceptual design and (b) Results of multi-angle joint features

Figure 5: Complete overview of triangular area point features
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3.6.4 Distance Measuring Between Two Points
In this section, we find the distance between each set of two points, namely, head to torso-point, head to

hands, torso points to knee and knee to footpoints. The distance between two edge points b1 and b2 having x,
the y coordinates are given as Eq. (7);

DistanceðP1 ; P2Þ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðP1x� P2xÞ2 þ ðP1y� P2yÞ2

q
; (7)

where Distance(P1 , P2) is the Euclidean distance.

3.6.5 Energy Feature Representation
In the energy feature section, we extract context-aware energy features over RGB images by applying an

energy map to the entire image. Initially, we examine an energy index-based matrix with the range of 0–
10000 indexes which is based on each silhouette. We find a certain threshold index value and find the
RGB value of a particular index from the energy map matrix and store them in a vector. Eq. (8) shows
the energy vector and Fig. 6 shows the result for energy features extraction.

Eng ¼
Xw
0

InRðwÞ; (8)

where Eng is denoted as an energy vector and w shows the index values and InR represents the RGB values of
a particular index pixel. After getting the energy vector, we concatenate it with the distance vector for further
classification. Eq. (9) represents the context-intelligent feature vector as;

FV ¼ DistanceðP1 ; P2Þ & Eng & Tap & A1 A8 & Agf ; (9)

where FV is context-intelligent features vector, Distance(P1 , P2) is the distance, Eng is energy feature
vector, Tap is the triangular area points features, A1 A8 is the multi-angle joint features and Agf is the
Angular geometric feature.

3.7 Events Classification

For event classification, we used two machine learning classifiers: SOM (Self-organized map) [58] as a
pre-classifier and (GA) genetic algorithm as a classifier.

3.7.1 Self-organized map (SOM)
A self-organizing map (SOM) [59] is trained by an unsupervised learning method [60] in which training

samples are discretized representations of the input that is called a map [61]. Self-organizing maps apply

Figure. 6: (a) Energy features results and (b) Energy vector 1D representation
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competitive learning methods as back propagation with gradient descent, [62] during pre-classification [63]
the SOM algorithm shapes a map between the high-dimensional data space of a typical two-dimensional data
structure [64]. The model vectors are situated in the data space which acts as an ordered set of different types
of data items [65]. The map is used as an ordered groundwork for illustrating different aspects of the dataset
[66]. After that, we applied the artificial neural networks (ANN) to get better results [67].

3.7.2 Genetic Algorithm (GA)
A genetic algorithm (GA) [68] is adopted as a prediction model for event detection, [69] identification

[70], and recognition [71]. Three general steps [72–74] are adopted in the genetic algorithm [75] for each
interval to produce the upcoming generation with the help of the existing population [76]. Initially, the
selection of the individual’s forms [77] given data which are called parent nodes [78–80]. Parents are
essential for the next or upcoming generation [81]. For the next solution [82], the base chromosome
follows a cross-over step over children’s, as represented in Eq. (10).

CfitðCrÞ ¼ fjPn
j¼0 fj

; (10)

where Cfit(Cr) denotes the fitness function over jth iteration and fj are the chromosome fitness values [83–86].
Finally, mutation procedures are performed to find the optimal solution from the given data.

4 Performance Evaluation

This section describes the detailed overview of three datasets [87–89] used for UCF Sports dataset, UT-
interaction, and Sports Videos in the Wild (SVW) dataset. Various experimental results evaluate for the
proposed system with other state-of-the-art systems.

4.1 Datasets Description

Three benchmark datasets have been used, i.e., UCF Sports dataset, UT-interaction, and Sports Videos in
the Wild (SVW). Tab. 1 shows the detailed description of datasets

Table 1: Datasets description in detail that have been used in experimental setup

Datasets name Datasets input Description

UCF Sports dataset RGB videos The UCF sports dataset [90] contains several acts including
jumping, swinging golf, punching, walking, riding horse, biking,
skateboarding, swinging bench and swing side along with
human annotations.

UT-interaction RGB videos The UT-interaction dataset consists of six classes which are
based on videos of one-minute duration. Handshake, human
pointing, embrace, drive, strike and kick are the six classes. The
dataset frame rate is 30fps, and the frame size is 720 ×
480 pixels.

Sports videos in the wild RGB videos Sports Videos in the Wild (SVW) [91] an application is a
TechSmith organization-based product. There are nineteen
event-based classes.
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4.2 Experimental Settings and Results

4.2.1 Experimental Results on Datasets
Experiment I: Human Body Parts Detection

To test the efficacy of our proposed system, we first measured the Euclidean distance from the ground
truth of each identified body part and our proposed system. To compute the Euclidean distance, the formula
and Eq. (11) is:

DistanceP ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiXP
P¼1

Xp

Sp
� Yp

Sp

� �2

;

vuut (11)

where xp is the ground truth for human body parts detection, the point yp is identified and the distance which
is found by error calculator, Distancep is the distance Euclidean. To analyze the ground truth of our identified
point technique, we used 20 pixels as a margin of an error value. Tab. 1 presents the performance accuracy of
human body key point recognition and shows experimental results for the UCF Sports action dataset, the UT
interaction dataset and the sports videos in the wild (SVW) dataset. Our system achieved accuracy for
recognition of human body parts of 86.67% for the UCF Sports action, 87.37% for the UT interaction
dataset, and 85.87% for the sports videos in the wild (SVW) dataset as shown in Tab. 2.

Experiment II: Multiple Event Detection

For multiple event detection, after the data optimization, artificial intelligence based on a computational
intelligent genetic algorithm is applied. Tab. 3 shows the confusion matrix with 90.00% accuracy for event
recognition over the UT-interaction dataset. Tab. 4 shows the confusion matrix with 88.88% accuracy for
event recognition over the UCF sports action dataset. Tab. 5 shows the confusion matrix with 87.89%
accuracy for event recognition over the SWV dataset.

Table 2: Results for the detection of human body parts over the UCF, UT and SVW dataset

Body parts Distance UCF Distance UT Distance SVW

Mean detection accuracy 86.75% 87.37% 85.87%

Table 3: Confusion matrix of GA for event recognition over the UT_interaction dataset

HS HG KI PO PU PS Mean accuracy

HS 9 8 9 10 10 8 90.00%

Note: HS = hand_shaking, HG = hugging, KI = kicking, PO = pointing, PU = punching, PS = pusing.

Table 4: Confusion matrix of GA for event recognition over the SVW dataset

AR BB BT BM BW CD FB GL HJ HK HR JV LJ PT RW ST SK TN VL

9 8 8 9 9 9 9 8 8 9 10 10 9 9 10 8 8 9 8

Mean event detection accuracy = 87.89%

Note: AR = archery, BB = baseball, BT = basketball, BM = bmx, BW = bowling, CD = cheerleading, FB = football, GL = golf, HJ = highjump,
HK = hockey, HR = hurdling, JV = javelin, LJ = longjump, PT = polevault, RW = rowing, ST = shotput, SK = skating, TN = tennis, VL = volleyball.
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Experiment III: Comparison with Other Classification Algorithms

In this phase, we evaluate the precision, recall, and f-1 measure over the UCF sports action dataset, the
SVW dataset, and the UT-interaction dataset. For the classification [92] of multiple event comparison, we
used the machine learning and artificial intelligence-based Genetic algorithm (GA), Artificial Neural
Network (ANN) and Adaboost. Fig. 7 shows the comparison of machine learning classifiers for precision,
recall and F-1 measure over the UT-interaction dataset.

4.2.2 Comparison with Other Systems
Comparisons of our proposed system with state-of-the-art methods [93], as shown in Tab. 6, indicate that

our efficiency [94] on the datasets is much better [95] the existing approaches listed in Tab. 6. The Markov
random field model is used by Park et al. [96]. Which combine pixels into linked blobs and to record inter-
blob relations. Traditional neural networks are used by Li et al. [97] to estimate human body pose. H. W.
Chen et al. [98] used morphological segmentation of the surface color and systematic thresholding.
Rodriguez et al. proposed a novel method for estimating future body motion. They used realistic
explanations and targeted failure processes to motivate a reproductive system to predict specific future
human motion. Tab. 5 shows the detailed multiple event detection and classification comparison with
state-of-the-art methods and techniques.

5 Research Limitation

In this paper, the challenging datasets are used. In which, we had small discrepancies in findings due to
complicated perspective information and complexity of human data. Occlusion and merging problems in a

Table 5: Confusion matrix of GA for event recognition over the UCF dataset

FK GFS GS HR KK RS SB W1 W Mean accuracy

8 9 10 9 8 9 9 9 9 88.88%

Note: FK = Front kick, GFS = Golf Front side, GS = Golf side, HR = Horse riding, KK = Karate kick, RS = Running Side, SB = Skate boarding,
W1 = Walk-1, W = walk.

0.
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72

6

0.
75

0.
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P R E C I S I O N R E C A L L F -  1  M E A S U R E

C L A S S I F I E R S  C O M P A R I S O N  O V E R  T H E  U T - I N T E R A C T I O N  D A T A S E T  

GA ANN Adaboost

Figure. 7: Machine learning classifiers comparisons for precision, recall and F-1 measure over the UT-
interaction dataset

Table 6: Event classification comparison between the proposed method and state-of-the-art methods

Methods UCF Methods UT Methods SVW

Park et al. [96] 64.33 Rodriguez et al. [99] 71.80 Sun et al. [102] 74.20

Li et al. [97] 78.22 Xing et al. [100] 85.67 Rachmadi et al. [103] 82.30

Chen et al. [98] 79.0 Chattopadhyay et al. [101] 89.25 Zhu et al. [104] 83.10

Proposed method 88.88% 90.0% 87.89%
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specific region while working with these aspects of data and situations, we ran across several issues. We will
research this challenge in the future and adopt a deep learning technique, and we will create a new strategy to
get excellent outcomes.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed a method for detecting complex human activity-based events with novel
context-intelligence features and 2D stick models. To identify body parts and event detection in RGB
images, we introduced an enhanced multi-function extraction design. To optimize the context-intelligence
vector we applied an artificial intelligence-based self-organized map (SOM). A genetic algorithm (GA) is
applied for multiple event detection. The experimental results were obtained through challenging RGB
images and three videos-based datasets, namely, the UCF sports action dataset, the UT-interaction dataset,
and the sports videos in the wild dataset. The proposed system performs better than current state-of-the-
art approaches in terms of body parts and event recognition. In the future, we will introduce some
additional features such as intensity vector and color vector to increase the efficiency of our human event
recognition (HER) system.
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